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Introduction

To increase the number of detections future direct imaging mis-
sions are planning to observe many planets that have been ob-
served by radial velocity (RV) instruments already. Planets known 
based on RV measurements will have orbital fits of varying accu-
racy depending on the measurement error. Current state of the art 
can observe with a precision of approximately 1 m/s on RV mea-
surements. To fit a terrestrial planet the RV precision needs to be 
improved because the RV signiatures are only tens of centimeters 
in amplitude. As the precision increases orbital fits will improve, 
but a radial velocity fit cannot provide all of the keplerian param-
eters necessary to simulate an observation. Here we examine the 
cost of poor orbital fits on scheduling direct imaging observations.

Synthetic RV data
• The RV plots shown below were created using on the following 

superearth parameters
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• These plots shows the true radial velocity of the synthetic planet 
as a white line and the simulated observations as blue points.

Fitting the RV curve
• To fit orbital parameters to the RV data we 

use the python package RadVel [1] which 
uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

• For the fit we created Gaussian priors for 
the period (T) and time of conjunction 
(Tp)

The fitted parameters
RadVel fitting basis

• Where Tc is the time of inferior conjunction, T is the period, K is 
the semi-amplitude, and ωs is the star’s argument of periastron

• The following equations are used to solve for the standard Keple-
rian parameters

• 

• With only RV data the inclination and mass cannot be separated 
and the planet’s radius cannot be determined

• Therefore, to estimate when the planet will be visible we need to 
sample those parameters separately

Estimating probability of detection
• Our goal is to estimate when a planet will be visible to an obser-

vatory, or when the planet is within the observatory’s field of view 
and bright enough.

• The visibility was based off of HabEx [3]
Population definitions

Conclusions
• With 1 cm/s RV error the orbital fit of a super-Earth can be re-

liably estimated for over 20 years.
• With 10 cm/s RV error the the orbital fit of a super-Earth de-

grades within 10 years and may immediately overestimate the 
probability of detection.

• Using a single parameters set (max likelihood/KDE) to esti-
mate a planet’s orbital elements can give 100% probability of 
detection when the planet is not visible.

• Creating populations based on fitted parameter distributions 
(RV fit cloud, credible interval) degrades faster but do not pro-
vide false confidence

How RV fits spread out visually
These plots show how the “RV fit cloud” population disperses in time in the flux ratio (ratio of planet brightness to 

star brightness) vs separation (angular distance between the star and planet) space
The star represents the synthetic planet’s actual flux ratio and separation

10 cm/s error 1 cm/s error
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